We have observed C/2014 S3 (PANSTARRS), a recently discovered object on a cometary orbit coming from the Oort cloud that is physically similar to an inner main belt rocky S-type asteroid. Recent dynamical models successfully reproduce the key characteristics of our current solar system; some of these models require significant migration of the giant planets, whereas others do not. These models provide different predictions on the presence of rocky material expelled from the inner solar system in the Oort cloud. C/2014 S3 could be the key to verifying these predictions of the migration-based dynamical models. Furthermore, this object displays a very faint, weak level of comet-like activity, five to six orders of magnitude less than that of typical ice-rich comets on similar Orbits coming from the Oort cloud. For the nearly tailless appearance, we are calling C/2014 S3 a Manx object. Various arguments convince us that this activity is produced by sublimation of volatile ice, that is, normal cometary activity. The activity implies that C/2014 S3 has retained a tiny fraction of the water that is expected to be present at its formation distance in the inner solar system. We may be looking at fresh inner solar system Earth-forming material that was ejected from the inner solar system and preserved for billions of years in the Oort cloud.
INTRODUCTION
Small primitive bodies were witness to the solar system's formative processes. When gas was present in our solar system's protoplanetary disk, during the first 5 million years of solar system formation, a local chemical signature was imprinted on the planetesimals. The connection to today's solar system relies on how this material was dynamically redistributed during the planet-forming process. To connect early planet formation to the modern era, we must measure the compositions of a range of primitive bodies from different locations in the solar system and compare them with the predictions from models of early solar system formation, some of which predict significant reshuffling of material throughout the solar system. Ground-and space-based observations of comets have played a key role in mapping out early solar system chemistry, and observations of protoplanetary disks are now generating chemical maps of other forming planetary systems for use as constraints of disk chemical models.
Currently, several dynamical models can reproduce much of our solar system's current architecture. The "Grand Tack" model (1) starts the simulation of solar system formation at an early phase, when the giant planets grew and migrated in a gas-rich protoplanetary disk. During their inward migration, the giant planets scattered inner solar system material outward; during their outward migration, they implanted a significant amount of icy planetesimals [from 3.5 to 13 astronomical units (AU)] into the inner solar system. The Grand Tack model predicts the presence of rocky objects in the Oort cloud at an icy comets/rocky asteroids ratio of 500:1 to 1000:1 (see section S1 for an expanded discussion of the dynamical models and their predictions). Other dynamical models, which assume nonmigrating giant planets, make different predictions about the fraction of the Oort cloud population comprising planetesimals initially within the asteroid belt or the terrestrial planet region. These predictions range from 200:1 to 2000:1 (2, 3) . Other models do not explicitly estimate the mass of rocky planetesimals eventually implanted in the Oort cloud (4), but from the amount initially available, it is reasonable to expect that the ratio of icy planetesimals to rocky planetesimals in the final Oort cloud is between 200:1 to 400:1. Instead, a recent radically different model of terrestrial planet formation predicts that the planetesimals in the inner solar system always had a negligible total mass (5) ; in this case, there would be virtually no rocky Oort cloud population.
RESULTS
As described in Section "Materials and Methods" C/2014 S3 (PANSTARRS) has an orbit typical of that of a returning Oort cloud comet. Our analysis of the activity of C/2014 S3 suggests that dust coma is consistent with sublimation. The level of activity is five to six orders of magnitude lower than that of active long-period comets at a similar distance. The spectrum of C/2014 S3 is consistent with S-type asteroidal material, and the location and depth of the 1-mm band suggest that the material may be minimally thermally processed. This presents the intriguing possibility that we are seeing relatively fresh inner solar system material that has been stored in the Oort cloud and is now making its way into the inner solar system. The discovery and characterization of a rocky object from the Oort cloud is therefore the first step toward measuring the fraction of rocky objects in the Oort cloud. This will provide strong constraints for the models.
DISCUSSION
What are the implications of an active S-type object from the Oort cloud? When Jan Oort (6) formulated his model of the Oort cloud, he inferred that too few comets were on their return passage through the solar system. He proposed that the comets faded as a result of physical evolution and volatile loss. However, it is expected that volatiles in ice-rich bodies should be able to sustain cometary activity for up to 1000 perihelion passages (3) . Furthermore, models for the number of Oort cloud comets that enter the inner solar system and subsequently fade predict a large number of dormant isotropic long-period comets that are not seen (7) . Thus, most Oort cloud comets must be lost because they physically disrupt, not because they become inactive because of volatile loss. Nevertheless, it cannot be excluded that some comets become inactive. The point is that inactive comets should have a Dor P-type spectrum, not an S-type reflectivity (8) . Accordingly, we can conclude that C/2014 S3 is not an almost-extinct comet.
C/2014 S3 is not the first nearly inactive object on a long-period comet orbit to be found. The first, discovered by the Near-Earth Asteroid Tracking (NEAT) search, was 1996 PW (9) . 1996 PW generated only moderate attention observationally, with observations indicating that it was not active, was red, had a radius of between 4 and 8 km, and was a slow rotator. An exploration of the dynamical history of 1996 PW to assess whether it was an extinct Oort cloud comet, an Oort cloud asteroid, or something more recently ejected outward, such as an extinct ecliptic comet or a main belt asteroid, showed that it was equally probable that 1996 PW was an extinct comet or an asteroid ejected into the Oort cloud during the early evolution of the solar system (3). More recently, other Manx candidates have been discovered. We have observed five of them, which also show comet-like red colors similar to 1996 PW. C/2014 S3 is the first and only Manx candidate to date with an S-type reflectivity spectrum.
What are the implications of seeing a low-level potentially volatiledriven activity from an object with an S-type spectrum on a returning long-period comet from the Oort cloud? Widespread evidence indicates aqueous alteration throughout primitive asteroids originating in the outer asteroid belt (10, 11) . Evidence also suggests that water may still be present in the outer asteroid main belt-observable as outgassing from main belt comets (12) and dwarf planets (13) or as ice on the surfaces of asteroids (14) .
S-type asteroids, which are dominant in the inner main asteroid belt today and formed from inner solar system material, are clearly inactive and are neither expected nor observed to have ice (15) . Cosmochemical studies of meteorites have shown that many classes of meteorites underwent extensive aqueous processing in their parent bodies. The hydrated C-and D-type asteroids are commonly associated with carbonaceous chondrite meteorites (16) , but the best match between meteorite classes and the S-type asteroids comes from the ordinary chondrites (OCs). This was confirmed with Hayabusa mission samples returned from the S-type asteroid Itokawa (17, 18) .
The 1-mm and 2-mm absorption bands in the near-infrared (NIR) and the visible NIR spectral slope are used to interpret surface mineralogies of S-type asteroids. The relative band centers and depths can be used to assess the relative abundance of olivine-pyroxene and the Fe 2+ and Ca 2+ contents in these minerals. The spectral slope in the 1-to 2-mm region is related to the FeNi metal content and olivine abundance (19) . The wide range of S-type mineralogical variations have been divided into subclasses, with the S(IV) class matching C/2014 S3 best (Fig. 1 ). The S(IV) class most likely represents the parent bodies of the OC meteorites. The silicates (olivine and pyroxene) inferred for the S(IV) asteroids are similar to unequilibrated OCs (UOCs) (19) . The UOCs are the most primitive of the OCs, never reaching very high temperatures (15) . The UOCs have olivine/(olivine + low-calcium pyroxene) ratios, which are manifested in a very shallow 1-mm band similar to that seen in (3) Juno and (7) Iris (20) . The surface of C/2014 S3 appears to be consistent with more primitive S-type material.
Chondrite accretion ages and the conditions under which they were aqueously altered can be used to constrain where they accreted. Previously, because of the absence of carbonates in OCs and the lack of proper standards, there had been no reliable ages for aqueous activity for OC parent bodies. New work on an L3 chondrite (one of the most pristine OCs) has now shown the presence of fayalite, a secondary mineral that is a product of aqueous alteration (21) . The mineralogy and thermodynamic analysis of the sample showed that the fayalite was consistent with formation at low temperatures and a low water/ rock mass ratio (0.1-0.2)-much lower than measured values in comets (22) . Accretion ages between 1.8 and 2.5 million years after the formation of the first solar system solids for the L-parent bodies, and the ages at which the aqueous secondary minerals formed, suggest that some water ice was incorporated into the accreting parent bodies and that they accreted close to the protoplanetary disk snowline (21) . The snowline likely varied in position over time, but many models suggest that, toward the end of the protoplanetary disk phase, it could have been within the terrestrial planet-forming region (23). This is close Data beyond 0.9 mm were affected by bright night sky emission lines that could not be subtracted satisfactorily; they are included for comparison with the CFHT data. Two independent methods were used to process the spectra (#1 and #2). The spectra have been binned to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. The location of the 1-mm band characteristic of S-type asteroids is shown, and the spectra of six S-type asteroids with a shallow 1-mm feature are shown for comparison (17, 32) ; the star symbols denote the S(IV)-type asteroids. All spectra are normalized to 0.65 mm. The data for C/2014 S3 are consistent with these S-type asteroids.
to where the OC parent bodies were believed to be accreted. Although the minerals in the OCs are anhydrous and formed under dry conditions, it is possible that they could have acquired some water later.
These observations may tie together other reported observations that appeared to contradict the current understanding of solar system formation. There was clear evidence in the comet dust samples from the Stardust mission that there had been substantial radial migration in the protoplanetary disk, with comet dust having seen regions of high temperature (24) . Fluid water inclusions have been found in the Monahans OC, and one possible explanation for this was that water was exogenously delivered after it formed (25) . The Orgueil meteorite has long been considered a candidate for a possible cometary origin or from a body rich in volatiles (26) . The discovery of C/2014 S3, an object on a cometary orbit that has the characteristics of an inner solar system asteroid, can offer new ideas about the relation between meteorites and their sources.
The discovery of C/2014 S3 on the orbit of an Oort cloud comet, made of minimally thermally processed rocky S-type material strongly suggests that this object is one of the interlopers predicted by the various dynamical evolution models of the early solar system. These models make predictions about the amount of inner solar system material that could reside in the Oort cloud as a result of scattering by the giant planets, and these predictions radically differ depending on the initial mass of the asteroid population that these models assume/imply. Assessing how many S-type objects exist will be a strong test of these models. To unambiguously select between dynamical models, we need to characterize 50 to 100 Manx objects; the number of S-types found will distinguish between the models (see section S6 for a statistical assessment of the number of objects to be observed).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

On 22 September 2014, the Panoramic Survey Telescope and Rapid
Response System (Pan-STARRS) telescope (PS1) discovered a weakly active comet at a heliocentric distance of 2.1 AU, designated C/2014 S3 (PANSTARRS) (hereafter, C/2014 S3). C/2014 S3 has a long-period comet orbit (semimajor axis, 90.5 AU; eccentricity, 0.977; perihelion, 2.049 AU; aphelion, 178.9 AU; inclination, 169.3 o ; period, 860.3 years) whose source reservoir is most likely the Oort cloud (27) . Because of the nearly tailless appearance of the object at a distance where longperiod comets are very active, the object has been called a "Manx" comet, after the tailless cat. Observations in the days after the discovery suggested that C/2014 S3's colors might be interesting, so followup multifilter observations were obtained on 22 and 24 October 2014 using the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT), and spectra were acquired on 18 November 2014 using the Very Large Telescope (VLT) in Chile. Images of C/2014 S3 are shown in Fig. 2 , and the reflectivity spectrum is shown in Fig. 1 (sections S2 and S3 provide details on the observations and data reduction). The overall shape of the spectrum and, particularly, the 1-mm dip in the spectral reflectivity of C/2014 S3 showed that its surface was consistent with S-type asteroids, typically found in the inner asteroid main belt; the spectrum was inconsistent with all other minor body surfaces: typical comets, trans-Neptunian objects, and asteroids of all other classes. Comets (and trans-Neptunian objects, a reservoir from which a class of comets comes) are believed to have formed in the outer solar system, and their wide range of neutral to red colors reflect a mix of organics, ice, and surface-weathering processes. On the other hand, moderately red S-type bodies are believed to have formed relatively dry in the inner solar system. S-type asteroids, which have been associated with OCs, are generally expected to be dry. Type 4 to type 6 OCs consist of anhydrous minerals, and their mineral assemblages reflect dry thermal metamorphism (15) . However, some type 3 OCs have experienced aqueous alteration that has converted matrix minerals and some chondrule glass into hydrous phases (15, 28) . The general expectation is that the type 3 OCs come from near the surface of the parent asteroid, where metamorphic temperatures were lowest. It is not clear whether we have samples of the true asteroid surface because that material may not be tough enough to survive passage through space and through the atmosphere to reach Earth; thus, the presence of a tail on object C/2014 S3 and the indication of hydrated silicates in the spectrum were not entirely inconsistent with this object being chondritic. C/2014 S3 was observed with a dust coma at 2.1 and 2.2 AU (see Fig. 2 ). By 2.3 AU, the activity had decreased, but a small coma was still visible. To test whether the dust coma was caused by volatile outgassing or by a collision, we constructed a simple water ice sublimation model (see section S4). We did not have enough data to fully constrain an ice sublimation model, but the data were consistent with the behavior expected of dust dragged from the nucleus by sublimating water ice (Fig. 3) . We ran two models-one assuming typical icy comet characteristics (albedo of 4%) and one assuming typical S-type reflectivity (25%). The S-type model provided a better match to the data. In both cases, the implied nucleus was small, with a radius between 0.7 and 0.25 km, respectively. The implied gas production rate at perihelion was low, between 3 × 10 23 and 1 × 10 24 molecules/s, equivalent to a sublimating patch of pure ice 10 to 30 m in radius and five to six orders of magnitude lower than typical Oort cloud comets at the same heliocentric distance.
The appearance of the dust coma was also more consistent with continuous activity than with an impact. The coma extended far outside the syndyne and synchrone envelope, which describes the locus of dust grains of different sizes emitted from the nucleus with zero velocity at different times, accounting for the solar gravity and radiation pressure (see section S5), particularly to the south and to the southwest of the September and October images, respectively (as shown in Fig. 2 ). This indicates that the dust was ejected with a moderate but nonzero velocity. At the heliocentric distance of C/2014 S3, the grains should be lifted off the surface by a tenuous gas flow with a velocity of 730 m/s (29) . Distribution of velocities in amplitude and direction, as expected for a sublimating body, will result in a blurring of the syndyne and synchrone pattern, as observed.
In the region covered by the synchrones and syndynes, the dust extended over a wide range of synchrones, suggesting a wide range of emission times, although the timestamps are approximate because of the initial velocity of the dust. In the competing hypothesis of a high-velocity impact on a small body with weak self-gravitation, ejecta are expected to be launched in a characteristic ejection cone. After some days or weeks, this cone results in a very distinct coma. Such a case was modeled in detail for another body of similar size at similar distance showing a wide range of resulting coma features (30) . Whereas the variety of possible collision geometries was enormous, the most salient features in the dust cloud were always parallel to the synchrone corresponding to the time of the impact. This reflected the fact that the impulsive dust emission released a full distribution of dust grain sizes at a single epoch. The fact that the coma of C/2014 S3 did not have any preferential direction indicated that the emission was not impulsive, as it would be in an impact.
We calculated the probability of an impact on C/2014 S3 of a meter-sized (or larger) object on its current orbit while crossing the asteroid belt. This was done considering the number density of meter-sized asteroids in the asteroid belt volume (3.9 × 10 −14 km −3 ) and the physical radius of C/2014 S3 (0.7 km) and its relative speed while crossing the belt (42 km/s). The probability of a collision before we observed C/2014 S3 was 5 × 10 −5 . Thus, it was very unlikely that the dust coma was caused by an impact. Some inner main belt asteroids were suspected to shed dust because they were spun up to their critical rotation periods by radiation pressure effects. This did not apply to C/2014 S3, which spent most of its orbit far from the Sun. Overall, we were therefore confident that the coma was produced by sublimation. Fig. 3 . Water ice sublimation models compared to measured r-band brightness as a function of position along the orbit [true anomaly (TA) = 0 o is at perihelion]. The solid line shows the total brightness contribution from the nucleus and the dust, and the dashed line shows the contribution from the nucleus only. Models for a low-albedo comet nucleus surface and a brighter S-type asteroid surface are shown. By TA = 41.7 o , the activity had significantly decreased. No combination of nucleus size and activity level can reproduce all the data without assuming a decrease in activity; the best fit is presented. The error bar-like symbol at TA = −70 o shows a possible maximum rotational brightness amplitude. The star symbol shows an upper limiting magnitude from searching the PS1 database for prediscovery images. The gray shading indicates times when C/2014 S3 was not observable because it was in solar conjunction.
We estimated that, in today's solar system, about 200-km-sized S-type asteroids escaped from the main asteroid belt per million years (31) . Approximately 20 of these were scattered by Jupiter, and of these, about one passed through the Oort cloud and could be reinjected inward on a Manx orbit. This would amount to only 0.4 returning objects per million years; thus, it is unlikely that we will observe this contamination. C/2014 S3 is not such an object because it is active, whereas today's S-type asteroids are not. Therefore, we are confident that C/2014 S3 is a rocky planetesimal formed in the inner solar system and ejected to the Oort cloud at the time of planet formation.
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